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Abstract 
Modern engine design has challenging requirements towards maximum power output, fuel 
consumption and emissions. For engine combustion development programs, the injection 
system has to be able to operate reliable under a variety of operating conditions. Today’s 
legislations for quieter and cleaner engines require multiple injection strategies, where it is 
important to understand the behavior of the system and to measure the effect of one 
injection on subsequent injections. This study presents a methodology for 0D modeling the 
mass flow rate and the rail pressure of a common rail system, constructed from a set of 
experimental measurements in engine-like operating conditions, for single and multiple 
injection strategies. The model is based in mathematical expressions and correlations that 
can simulate the mass flow rate obtained with the Bosch tube experiment, focusing on the 
shape and the injected mass, using few inputs: rail pressure, back pressure, energizing time, 
etc. The model target is to satisfy two conditions: lowest computational cost and to 
reproduce the realistic injected quantity. Also, the influence of the rail pressure level on the 
start of injection is determined, especially for multiple injection strategies on the rate shape 
and injected mass.  Good accuracy was obtained in the simulations. Results showed that the 
model error is within the 5%, which corresponds at the same time to the natural error of the 
injector and to the accuracy of the measures which had been done. The benefits of the 
model are that simulations can be performed quickly and easily for any operation points, 
and on the other hand that the model can be used in real-time on the engine test bench for 
mass estimations when doing additional experiments or calibration activities. 
 
1. Introduction 
Currently, most of engine optimization works revolve around several parameters and one of 
them is the fuel injection characteristics. Usually, the injection strategy determines the 
achievement of the emission targets or the engine efficiency ([1,2]). Due to the flexibility of 
the common rail injection system, a huge variety of strategies can be employed, going from 
the traditional single injection event to the most sophisticated pilot-main-post multi-
injection cases, where the diversity of possibilities involves the injection duration and the 
separation between them, with further consequences on the combustion-emission 
performance.  
The engine performance improvement is being possible due to the implementation of 
different analysis techniques. On one hand, the understanding of the physics underlying 
Diesel engines among combustion diagnosis models, which are based on the instantaneous 
in-cylinder pressure (usually referred to as thermodynamic models) through the 
determination of the rate of heat released (RoHR) ([3],[4],[5]). On the other hand, extended 
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analysis are carried out by combining direct engine testing with 0D, 1D or 3D-CFD 
modeling to relate the trends followed by pollutant emissions with the in-cylinder local 
conditions ([6], [7],[8]). In all those techniques one of the important inputs are the injected 
mass and/or the shape of the injection event [9,10,11]. 
Frequently the rate of injection ROI is obtained from experimental sources ([12],[13],[14]), 
and if the ROI measurements are very accurate, the diagnosis tools and the CFD models are 
expected to provide proper solutions. Nevertheless, considering the numerous injection 
configurations that can be tested in those analyses for reaching the target engine points, the 
ROI testing matrix could be extremely large. An alternative to reduce the experimental 
matrix or to complement the ROI data base is to develop a model of the injection shape. 
The large number of technical reports regarding the modeling of the dynamic behavior of 
the injection system confirms this ([15],[16],[17]). In one hand, the ROI modelling using 
1D tools is based on the characterization of all the components of the fuel injection system 
(injector, pump, valves) etc, which implies to know and understand in detail all the 
geometries and physical phenomena in the elements. Besides, the 0D model assumes the 
injection system as a black box and focuses on modeling the response of the signal as a 
function of certain input parameters, using adequate mathematical expressions, providing 
analogous versatility of the 1D model with less geometrical information. 
The main purpose of the current work is to develop a 0D model able to estimate the shape 
of the rate of injection and the injected mass quantity in engine-like operating conditions, 
using as a reference the rail pressure signal, for single and multiple injection strategies. 
Specifically, the methodology is composed by two approaches:  the first one is focused on 
estimating the injection rate itself by an empirical formulation based on experimental data 
collected at the injection test rig; the second one is focused on the simulation of rail 
pressure dynamics along the injection process. Also, to determine the influence of the rail 
pressure level on the start of injection, especially for multiple injection strategies on the rate 
shape and injected mass. 
This paper is structured in five sections. First, the fluid-dynamics equations that are used 
for describing the injection process are presented, which are based on the hydraulic flow 
characterization. In the second section, the experimental facilities and the methodology are 
described, explaining the mass flow test rig, the injection system and the engine test bench. 
Third, the methodology for developing the model is presented. Afterwards, the validation is 
carried on by comparing the mass flow rate provided by the model with those obtained 
experimentally by means of a mass standard injection rate based on Bosch method. 
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2. Experimental tools 
2.1. Injection Rate test rig 
The mass flow rate of injection was measured using commercial long-tube equipment. This 
device measures the chronological sequence of an individual fuel injection event. The 
measuring principle used is the Bosch method [12, 13] which consists of a fuel injector that 
injects into a fuel filled measuring tube. The back pressure is provided with a cavity filled 
with nitrogen, which avoids back pressure oscillations. With the purpose of determining the 
total mass injected, a gravimetric balance is placed downstream of the rate of injection 




Figure 1. Sketch of the injection rate test rig 
Fifty repetitive measurements were carried out at the same test point (energizing time, rail 
pressure and backpressure). The rate of injection signal is corrected using the gravimetric 
balance value, where the measurement error for these tests is generally around 0.5% with 
proper calibration of the equipment, being lower for long injections.  
2.2. Injection System and test conditions 
To carry out this work a state of the art Common-Rail injection system is used. The system 
is constituted by a high pressure pump and a conventional accumulator with a pressure 
regulator, which allows fuel injections up to 200 MPa and relatively constant pressure. The 
injector unit is a commercial Delphi 1.5. The characteristics of the nozzle are shown in 
Table 1. 
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Table 1. Nozzle characteristics. 
Nozzle Type Microsac 
Number of Spray holes 8 
Outlet hole diameter, Do (µm) 90 
Spray Cone Angle (º) 155 
 
The injector holder temperature was maintained at a constant temperature of 70ºC for all 
experimental test conditions (and all experimental devices). The study has been done using 
commercial diesel with a density of 838.3 kg/m3 (at 15ºC) and kinematic viscosity of 2.44 
mm2/s (at 40ºC). 
For the hydraulic characterization of the nozzle different injection conditions were tested, 
covering the operating range of the injector. The rail pressure was varied between 23 MPa 
and 200 MPa. The duration of energizing the injector was varied from 250 (representative 
of pilot injections) to 1500 µs, which is long enough to ensure that the needle position is at 
maximum lift, being the flow mainly controlled by the nozzle holes. The measurements 
were performed by systematicly increasing the injection pressure and the energizing time. 
The authors did not notice any hysteresis in the testing campaign used for the main model; 
however, when the injectors were extensively used in the engine the maximum and the 
duration of the ROI changed as is presented later on in the Appendix section. The 
experimental matrix carried out is summarized in Table 2. 
Table 2. List of operating range tested in the ROI device. 
Name Unit Tested Values 
Rail 
Pressure 
MPa 23 / 40 / 80 /100 / 120 / 160/ 180 / 200 
Back 
Pressure 




250 / 275 / 300 / 400 / 500 / 600 / 700 / 
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3. Methodology 
For this study, a simplified 0D model that reproduces the rate of injection has been 
developed. The model is based in mathematical expressions and correlations that can 
simulate the mass flow rate obtained with the Bosch tube experiment, focusing on the shape 
and the injected mass, using few inputs: rail pressure, back pressure, energizing time, etc. 
The model should satisfy two conditions: lowest computational cost and to reproduce the 
realistic injected quantity. The potential benefits of the model are that simulations can be 
performed quickly and easily for any operation points (even if they were not measured), 
and on the other hand that the model can be used in real-time on the engine test bench for 
mass estimations when doing additional experiments or calibration activities. 
The procedure consisted on:  
1. To perform mass flow rate measurements for a wide test matrix (covering the 
complete operational range of the injection system), varying all significant 
parameters, such as rail pressure, back pressure and energizing time. The testing 
conditions are indicated in Table 2.  
2. An analysis of the signal is done for selecting the more appropriated mathematical 
expressions that could suit the injection shape. Different alternatives can be 
considered depending on each case, for example straight slopes, first and second 
order system response, exponential, polynomial, Bezier curves, etc. 
3. To adjust the model expressions, finding the best fitting with all the measured 
conditions and then modelling each equation coefficient as a function of input 
parameters. Depending on the rate of injection shape and the characteristics of the 
parameter influence, initial poor correlations could be obtained at first; therefore, 
this step needs an iterative process, with some false steps in between, until the form 
of the equations and the coefficients obtained satisfied the required or are 
representative for all the conditions. 
Moreover, at this step of the study the authors evaluated the possibility of having 
tuning constants for each pressure to best fit the data; nevertheless, this possibility 
was discarded in order to avoid discontinuities and to have a general equation that 
fits all the operating range (although this condition makes more challenging the 
modelling and the iteration process), obtaining a general coefficient set that works 
for all the injection pressures and back pressures at the same time. 
 
3.1. Rate of Injection Modelling 
The first step is to evaluate the experimental rate of injection shape. Figure 2 shows a 
general silhouette of the rate of injection signal for short (left side) and long injections 
(right side), where each curve is the ensemble average of the 50 cycles measured. It can be 
seen that the long injections have the particularity to maintain the same shape for almost 
any condition. For whatever input parameter, the main injections have a trapezoidal shape, 
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while the pilots have a triangular one. Then, the simplest procedure is to make a 
segmentation of these forms and associate them with mathematical expressions.  
 
Figure 2. Experimental Rate of Injection. Left side: pilot injections (ET 250 us); right side: 
main injections (ET 1500us) 
 
 
1) Single injection decomposition: 
Figure 3 depicts a standard mass flow rate measurement shape. The signal is converted in 
parametric equations in two parts: Wave expression at stationary conditions and a shape 
function.  
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Figure 3. Rate of Injection signal   
The wave expression model is based on second order behavior as indicate Equations (1) 
and (2), where  is the averaged mass flow rate and  is the wave function itself, 
which is the most common expression for representing the step-response of a damped 
system.  
)t(Wmy    (1) 
...)t∙sin()texp(A)t(W    (2) 
The coefficients of the wave function are adjusted to the experimental data using non-linear 
fittings. Then the shape function  is obtained in Equation (3) dividing the real mas flow 
rate signal by 	 , obtaining a non-dimensional curve that is more robust for doing the 










The left side of Figure 4 depicts the experimental rate of injection signal in blue and the 
corresponding wave function in green continuous line. The result of operating Equations 
(1), (2) and (3) is represented in right side of Figure 4. The shape signal is a trapezoid with 
softened corners. 
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 Figure 4.Real Rate of Injection signal, wave function and shape function 
Figure 5 depicts the decomposition of the shape signal. The trapezoid is defined using the 
simplest mathematical expressions that can be used providing the best accuracy. The 
functions selected for the model were straight slopes (for opening and closing phases), and 
second order Bezier curves to soften the corners (delimited by Csx, Csy, Cex and Cey). 
Finally, 8 parameters (plotted on Figure 5) are defined that should be parametrized: SOI, 
Duration of Injection, start slope, end slope and four control points which describe the 
Bezier curves.  
 
Figure 5.Shape function segmentation 
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2) Variable dependency: 
The next step is to adjust each extracted parameters as a function of input parameters such 
as the rail pressure, back pressure, actuation time, etc. 
The stationary mass flow  is reached when the needle lift does not constrain anymore the 
flow and it will depend on the velocity of the flow at the hole exit. Then, it is characterized 
combining Bernoulli’s equation and mass conservation equation [18]. Mass conservation 
leads to Equation (4) where  is the mass flow rate, 	 represents the liquid density,  is 
the geometrical cross section of all the orifices, the  is the Bernoulli’s theoretical velocity 
which can be represented as a function of the rail pressure and back pressure as Equation 
(5).  













Combining Equations (4) and (5), and since the geometric area is constant, the mass flow 
parametrization can be written as a function of the pressure drop, as in Equation (6) 
 
brff PPCmCmCmm  321   (6) 
The coefficients  to  are adjusted to the experimental data (using linear fittings), 
minimizing the relative error and a statistical number which uses the interval of the normal 
distribution. In Figure 6 the results from the experimental hydraulic characterization of the 
nozzle is depicted. In that figure, the flow rate is represented against the square root of the 
pressure drop for all the rail pressure and back pressure tested. As it can be seen from the 
figure, mass flow rate increases linearly with the square root of the pressure drop, which is 
expected since it is a non-cavitating nozzle. 
Regarding the opening and closing slopes (  and  respectively), they depend on the 
velocity of the needle movement. Since the needle movement is commanded by force 
equilibrium, is expected that the most significant parameters that have an influence on the 
opening slope are the pressure levels at both sides of the injector. Additionally, the force 
equilibrium that controls the needle movement depends on several variables, such as the 
actuating element type (solenoid or piezoelectric), the control area (area pressurized by the 
fluid in the control volume), the effective area of the control valve, and the inertial mass of 
the system [19,20]. For the current work, unfortunately the inner geometry of the injector is 
unknown, therefore the opening and closing slopes are represented by rail and back 
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pressures levels, and the other parameters should be represented as fitting coefficients. The 
determination of the expressions for these particular parameters was challenging, as was 
mentioned in Section 3, since some iteration went into selecting the most appropriate 
functions and coefficients. After the iterative process, Equations (7) and (8) represent the 
best polynomial expression that fit the opening ( ) and closing ( ) slopes respectively. The 
comparison of the fitting curve against the experimental data is shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Experimental data and fitted curve. a) Opening slope as a function of Rail 
pressure and back pressure. b) Closing slope as a function of Rail pressure and back 
pressure 
 
brrrrbbr PPPCPCPCPCPPCC  6
2
54321   (7)
2
54321 rrbbr PCPCPCPPCC    (8)
 
One of the parameters that is important for the engine testers and combustion modelers is 
the hydraulic delay or start of injection (SOI) which is defined as the time difference 
between the start of the electrical pulse and the exact moment when the fuel starts to flow 
from the nozzle to the combustion chamber. The SOI itself is not going to change the mass 
flow rate shape; however it will determine the initial point of the curve. The understanding 
of this parameter is necessary for the injection time location in the engine map as well as in 
the 1D or 3D computations. It is also a parameter to take into account in multiple injections 
strategies for determining the proper separation between consecutive injections (dwell 
time). For the studied injector technology, the physical variable that influences the most the 
SOI is the rail pressure, since the greater the rail pressure the higher is the force on the 
needle, and so the needle lifts faster [20,21]. The back pressure has also an influence as it 
helps the needle to lift too. An additional term to take into account is the flow velocity in 
the injector sac, which is also a function of the pressure as was described previously; 
therefore the SOI can be parametrized as a function of pressures as shown in Equation (9). 
In Figure 8, the correlation for the SOI as a function of pressures obtained from the 
experimental data has also been represented. 
2
44321 rrbbr PCsPCsPCsPPCsCsSOI  (9) 
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Figure 8. SOI against rail pressure. Experimental data () and fitted curve (--) 
 
Finally, one of the most difficult parameters to model is the Duration of Injection (DOI) as 
several variables affect it. Indeed, the injection duration depends on the electrical pulse, on 
the electrical valve configuration, as well as on the time lapse taken by the pressure in the 
control volume to recover the rail pressure as soon as the electric component is not 
energized anymore. Due to the inertia of the injector, usually the injection duration is 
longer than the solenoid excitation time; therefore, for multi-injection strategies the end of 
the injection should be taken into account in order to configure the next injection [20]. 
 
In order to simplify the characterization of this parameter, a time variable is defined as the 
time between the end of the injection and the beginning of the pulse, isolating the influence 
of the hydraulic delay. In this way, the influence of the energizing time (ET) is shown in 
Figure 9. It can be seen that there are two slopes related to the lift of the electric component 
and the lift of the needle. For small electrical pulses, the electric component moves short 
distance, and when the electric component stops the energizing, the time to close the 
control valve is smaller. On the other hand, when the electrical pulse is short, the closing 
occurs before reaching the maximum needle lift position, it will close faster and the DOI 
will be shorter. Of course, other geometric characteristics of the inner control volumes will 
impact the DOI, but due to the internal unknowns they were not considered for the 
parametrization. The best fitting to characterize the injection duration is shown in the 
Equation (10).  
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Figure 9. Injection duration vs. the energizing time 
 
SOIETCPPPCPCPCPCPPCCID IDrbrIDrIDrIDbIDbrIDID  76
2
54321  (10) 
 
On the other hand, in this injector type the mass flow rate suddenly increases when the 
energizing pulse finishes. This can be associated to the control volume pressure dynamics 
when the electrical signal is over, that will also decrease/stop the return flow delivering all 
the fuel quantity towards the nozzle exit. This increase can be modelled as a logistic 
function, where the x-value of the Sigmoid's midpoint is characterized as  in Equation 
(11). 
ETCCt RRrise 21   (11)
Once all the coefficients are parametrized and the wave  and shape S  functions are 
determined, the rate of injection   is computed using Equation (12), where the 
stationary mass flux depends mainly on the rail pressure and the back pressure; the wave 
function depends mainly on the rail pressure and the shape function depends on the 
pressures and energizing duration.  
)t(S)t(Wm)t(m    (12)
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3.2. Multi-Injection  
The injection process characterization in modern engines should be able to deal with many 
injections per stroke as necessary. The modeling of multi injection is based on single-
injection equations presented above plus the dwell time definition. In this particular case 
the Dwell Time (  is referred to the time difference between the start of energizing of 
the subsequent injection ( ) and the end of energizing of previous one ( ), as 
shown in Equation (13) and Figure 10. 
iiE EOESOEDT  1  (13)
Usually the  is an input from the engine software, therefore the  can be 
determined, being the local reference for the start of injection  which is obtained 
then with Equation (9). Similarly, the other coefficients and parameters for the wave and 
shape functions are determined using the same inputs values than the ones of the precedent 
injection event. 
 
Figure 10. Multi - injection dwell time definition 
The limit of the model is the prediction of injection shape when two subsequent injections 
are overlapped as the dwell time between them is very short. For these situations additional 
characterization is required and will be implemented for future studies. 
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3.3.Rail pressure Modelling 
Figure 11 shows a real pressure signal in the rail during an injection event. It can be seen a 
pressure drop when the injection occurs due to the fuel delivery into the combustion 
chamber and some waves or oscillations are present while the pressure control acts and 
recovers the stabilized level. However, if the fuel delivery strategy is a multi-injection one, 
other injections are done before this recovering time. Sometimes, depending on the 
injection pressure level, the pressure drop in the rail could descend around 8-12 MPa which 
is representative for the ROI shape (as seen previously, the opening slope and the 
maximum values depends on the pressure), therefore the inputs for modelling the 
consecutive injections should be readjusted. 
 
Figure 11. Rail pressure signal during an injection event 
The study of the pressure into the common rail is a complex matter due to all the elements 
involved in the system. After several considerations based on the wave period time and the 
studied time [22, 23], the most convenient is to create a simplified 1D model for 
representing the physical problem. Figure 12 shows the elements considered for the 
pressure model, from the pump to the injector, where the system is considered as an 
assembly of three constant volumes and a fuel line between the rail and the injector. 
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Figure 12. Scheme of the common rail components 
The geometric data were measured in the laboratory, except the injector volume. The pump 
system is a high pressure radial piston pump Bosch-CP3 and its volumetric flow rate will 
be considered as constant through the time; for instance, the oscillations due to the 
architecture of the pump are neglected. The control of the rail pressure regulator is done 
with a PID controller and it will be considered as a first order system. The volumetric flow 
of the regulator  is described in Equation (14), where the coefficient  is 
adjusted measuring in laboratory the response time of the system for a step-input between 
two pressures. 
pumpregulatorrrregulator Q)PP(kQ  (14)
For the constant volumes, the model of fluid compressibility is used in order to characterize 
the difference of pressure as a function of the different volumetric flow rates. As a first 
approach, the tube between the pump and the rail is considered as a constant volume, which 
absorbs the pressure waves enough to avoid the discretization as in the rail-injector line. 
The different flow rates for the constant volumes have to be characterized for each step of 
time in order to solve the compressibility model. The fuel line between the rail and the 
injector has to be discretized in one dimension in order to model the wave effects which are 
significant. The pressure sensor is located in this fuel line, at 100 mm from the injector.  
To close the model, the injection and the injector return flow are the most significant since 
they cause the pressure drop in the common rail system. The volumetric flow rate of 
injection is directly the output from the ROI model described in previous section divided by 
the fluid density. The return flow is modeled from the injection rate (since they use to have 
the same behavior) [24], adjusting the maximum level.  
The governing equations for solving the system at each operating point through space and 
time are the Euler equations of continuity and momentum. The Euler equations are resolved 
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thanks to the Godunov scheme and the HLL solver of the Riemann problem. Since the 
pressure levels are very high, the fluid is not considered as incompressible anymore, then 
for the different constant volumes the modulus of compressibility is required in order to 
know the pressure depending on the flow rates. The Bulk modulus is directly linked to the 
fluid density and speed of sound [23,25], which are characterized with the pressure and 
temperature as referred in [26], and is obtained using the Equation (15). 
2cB f  
(15)
Bernoulli equation and flow rate definition are used to compute the internal flow rates, 
indicated in Equations (16), (17) and (18): 
linerail AuQ 1  
(16)













The final step is to define the boundaries and the initial conditions. The conditions at the 
beginning in terms of pressure, density and null velocity are assumed to be uniform for the 
entire domain in the model. The boundary conditions are calculated for each time step, 
using the method of the fictitious points for finding the intercell flux with the HLL solver 
(see Figure 13). The transmissive boundary involves that the fictitious point is equal to the 
nearest point (Equations (19) to (20)). 
 
Figure 13. Scheme of the Boundary conditions 
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   
(20) 
)T,P( oo   ;  )T,P( endend    (21) 
Once the pressure in the rail is determined, the mass flow rate for multi-injection can be re-
estimated using the instantaneous pressure level as an input parameter. 
 
4. Validation 
4.1.Mass flow rate modelling 
In order to verify the model, several experimental measurements were performed using the 
injection rate test bench previously described. In Figure 14, the experimental mass flow 
rates are compared with those obtained from the model for two injection pressure levels and 
several energizing times. In Figure 15, the total amount of fuel mass of the model, 
calculated as the integral of the ROI curve, and the experimental total mass are also 
compared for the two rail pressure levels: 23 and 160 MPa, which are representative for all 
the operating range behavior. 
Overall, both figures show the ability of the model to predict the experimental results with 
quite high level of accuracy both in terms of rate of injection shape and total injected mass, 
where the maximum deviations found are lower than 8% (for pilot injections and cases 
where the ET is used as input). When the injected mass is used as an input the deviation is 
lower. There is a test point at 23 MPa that over estimates the DOI for the third case, despite 
good agreement elsewhere. That particular point is located in the region of operation where 
there is a change in the slope that describes the injected mass vs. ET function; this change 
in trend is a standard behavior in this injector type, related to the transition between the 
“triangle shape” ROI (where the needle throttling plays an important role), and “trapezoid 
shape” ROI (where the flow rate is dominated by the nozzle discharge coefficient) [14,15]. 
The measurements have provided a well characterized injector thanks to measurements 
over a wide range of conditions. However, one limitation of the model is that the modeling 
constants chosen are not universal; therefore, its implementation outside the measured 
ranges or for other nozzle geometries should be executed carefully. 
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Figure 14. Model validation at different injection pressures and different energizing times 
 
 
Figure 15. Experimental injected mass and model injected mass comparison 
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4.2.Validation of rail pressure modelling 
The comparison between the pressure model and the experimental data is shown in the left 
side of Figure 16. The pressure trace of the main injection is shown in the upper part, while 
the pressure curve for a pilot injection is depicted in the bottom part. The pressure signal 
from the ‘modeling’ results is being recorded from a point representative of the physical 
distance of 100 mm. This distance should be indicated correctly since the comparison is 
sensitive to the sensor location in terms of wave phasing; if the sensor is considered farthest 
to the injector the pressure wave estimation might be somehow delayed (taking into 
account the ratio with the speed of sound, the fuel line length and the time-event of the 
injection the deviation, the deviation could be considerable).  
In Figure 16 it can be seen that the model reproduces satisfactorily the pressure drop as well 
as the water hammer effect in both cases, short and long injections. The frequency of the 
oscillations fits very well with the experimental data too. However, in the majority of the 
cases the second minimum is overestimated, the inaccuracy at this particular zone during 
the injection event is due to the lack of knowledge of the return flow which has been 
approximated. 
 
On the other hand, the right side of Figure 16 shows the relative error between the model 
and the experiments as a function of time. In all the cases modelled the relative error is 
below 5 % providing good accuracy.  
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Figure 16. Left side: Comparison of the pressure model and the experimental data (a) Low 
rail pressure (400 bar) & Long Injection (900us), (b) High rail pressure (1600 bar) & short 
injection (300us). Right side: Relative error of the model as a function of the time for (a) 
and (b). 
 
4.3.Implementation to multi-injection modelling 
As previously stated, when more than one injection per cycle occurs, size and shape of the 
subsequent injections are influenced by the first injection. Any size of injection produces a 
pressure wave in the injection pipe which can affect the injection occurring afterwards, as 
showed Figure 11. Also, moving the separation between pilots and main injections causes 
the main injection to start at different pressure level, varying the opening, maximum and 
closing slopes, resulting in variations in injection quantity.  To reproduce this phenomenon, 
the proposed approach combines the pressure wave model and the ROI model, using the 
instantaneous pressure as the input value at the start of each subsequent injection event. 
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In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the combined model implementation, two 
different simulations are carried out, the first one considering the pressure as constant, and 
the second simulation taking into account the pressure waves in the system produced by the 
first injection. 
 
A multi-injection process is modeled with three injections which represent the pre-injection 
for the noise, the main injection for the power and the post-injection for the pollutants; the 
particular input parameters are: constant rail pressure of 165 MPa, energizing time 0.250, 
1.200, 0.270 ms respectively and the dwell time values are 0.5 and 1.5 ms. The result is 
depicted in 
 
Figure 17 with the dashed red line. The second simulation is performed modeling 
simultaneously the rail pressure waves and the mass flow rate of the three injections (with 
the instantaneous pressure value at the start on injection), for the same energizing times.  
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The outcome is depicted in 
 
Figure 17 in blue continuous line. It can be seen how the rail pressure drops and the typical 
waves of the system reduce the instantaneous pressure at the beginning of the second and 
third injections, decreasing slightly the opening slope and the ROI in stabilized conditions 
(as was demonstrated before in in previous sections), reducing the injected mass quantity.  
As seen in the figure, if the rail pressure remains constant during the multi-injection 
process, the total mass injected will have an overestimation of 3.21%. The improved 
estimation of the flow rate brings a sufficient reason to do the modeling of the pressure in 
the common rail system in order to reduce the errors at the most. 
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Figure 17. Multi-injection modelling: constant rail pressure and modeled rail pressure. Pr = 
1650bar; Pb = 50 bar, ET1 = 250us; ET2 = 1200us; ET3 = 270us.  
 
4.4.  Implementation in the Engine 
One of the targets of the ROI model developed in this study was its implementation in the 
engine development process, as a baseline for the estimation of the injected mass directly in 
the test bench while doing the testing, and, in the other hand, in the definition of the 
boundary conditions for further CFD analysis or combustion diagnosis.  
In order to assess the accuracy of the model and the operation of the approach, the injection 
system modelled was installed in a state of the art engine test bench and several tests were 
carried out. Two variables were evaluated in the validation at the engine operation: the 
shape of the rail pressure signal and the total injected mass.  
4.4.1. Engine architecture and test cell characteristics  
Experimental activities were performed in the single-cylinder research version of an 
innovative Renault engine concept, consisting of a two-cylinder DOHC 2-stroke HSDI CI 
engine with scavenge loop, which is currently under development.  
The combustion chamber has four poppet valves with double-overhead camshafts and a 
staggered roof geometry, specifically designed for masking the flow of air between the 
intake and exhaust valves, allowing proper scavenging of the burnt gases while keeping 
short-circuit losses as low as possible during 2-stroke operation. The definition of the 
engine architecture, boost system requirements, combustion chamber geometry and 
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scavenging characteristics of this newly designed engine were reported in previous 
publications [27, 28]. 
A hydraulic cam-driven Variable Valve Timing system allows delaying intake and exhaust 
valve timings with a cam phasing authority of +30 degrees from base timing, as it was 
detailed in a previous investigation [29, 7]. In this research, the key valve timing angles 
(EVO/EVC/IVO/IVC) were defined at those crank angle degrees (CAD) where the given 
valve lift was 0.3 mm. The single cylinder research version of the Renault 2-stroke engine 
concept has been manufactured by Danielson. As a reference,   
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Table 3 lists detailed engine specifications. 
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Table 3. Main engine specifications. 
Engine type 2-stroke compression ignition 
Displacement 365 cm3 (single cylinder) 
Bore × Stroke 76 mm × 80.5 mm 
Connecting Rod Length 133.75 mm 
Compression ratio 17.6:1 
Number of Valves 4 (2 intake & 2 exhaust) 
Type of scavenge Poppet valves with scavenge 
lValvetrain DOHC with VVA 
Nominal intake valve timing (set at 
VVT=0) 
IVO=161.9 CAD aTDC      
IVC=251.6 CAD aTDC 
Nominal exhaust valve timing (set at 
VVT=0) 
EVO=122.6 CAD aTDC  
EVC=226.9 CAD aTDC 
Fuel injection system Diesel common rail HSDI 
 
The single-cylinder engine operates with a conventional diesel piston providing a geometric 
compression ratio equal to 17.6 and wide angle injector nozzle. The injector unit is the 
same employed in the rate of injection test rig, equipped with a 8 holes nozzle, with hole 
diameter of 90 µm and a spray cone angle of 155º. 
The single-cylinder engine test cell is equipped with independent water and oil cooling 
circuits, an external compressor unit with its dryer for providing water-free compressed air 
to simulate the required boosting conditions, and an additional low pressure EGR circuit to 
provide arbitrary levels of cooled EGR even at high intake pressures. The fuel consumption 
of the engine is measured with an accuracy of 0.2% using a gravimetric dynamic fuel 
meter. Measurements of O2, CO, CO2, HC, NOX, N2O, and EGR rate are performed for all 
the tests with a state-of-the-art HORIBA 7100 DEGR gas analyzer. Soot emissions traced 
by the filter smoke number (FSN) are measured with an AVL 415 Smokemeter. The 
instantaneous injection pressure is measured using a piezoelectric sensor installed in the 
high pressure fuel line, between the rail and the injector, and its signal is sampled with a 
resolution of 0.2 CAD. 
The laboratory setup as well as the required instrumentation and the accuracy of most 
important measurement equipment, were fully described in previous publications [7,29], in 
Figure 18 the fuel injection system set-up in the engine is shown. 
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Figure 18. Fuel Injection system set-up in the engine test cell 
 
 
4.4.2. ROI Validation in the engine 
The measurements in the engine-like conditions were performed in the test bench described 
in section 4.4.1. The injection system (from rail to the injector) is the same than the tested 
in the ROI test bench, while the fuel lines from the pump to the rail are of a different 
length, therefore this volumes has to be re-estimated for the pressure model. The tests have 
been done with the same injector (Table 1) with diesel and gasoline. The interest in using 
this engine is that it works with advanced combustion approaches (i.e. partially premixed 
combustion), where the injection process is based on multiple or pulsed injection strategies 
(so the multiple-injection model can be validated), that should also be accurate in the 
injection timing in order to have stable combustion and acceptable pollutant performance.  
For the engine validation, the three models developed were implemented simultaneously 
(mass flow rate, pressure model and the used injector correlation explained in the Appendix 
1). The used injector correlation was necessary in the rate of injection determination in the 
engine like conditions because the injector was used for several operating hours. 
The ROI and pressure signal were simulated for the experimental point based on a 2 
injections strategy, at a rail pressure of 100 MPa, pilot energizing time of 0.240ms and a 
mass target of 20.5 mg.  The results of the rail pressure and the mass flow rate are shown in 
Figure 19.  
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Figure 19. Predicted Injection and pressure with 2-injection strategy 
 
The injected mass calculated with the model is 20.51 mg and the experimental value, 
measured with the upstream gravimetric balance coupled to the engine, is 20.6 mg which 
makes an error of -0.46%. The modeled pressure waves are compared against the rail 
pressure curve from the engine tests, in order to verify that the modeled injection event is in 
accordance with the experimental data. It can be seen that the modeled ROI is reliable, 
since there is an interaction between the pressure calculation and the injected mass and ROI 
model. 
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Figure 20. Pressure measured in the engine Rail and modeled pressure comparison with 2-
injection strategy 
Figure 20 shows the comparison of the pressure measured in the engine rail and the 
pressure predicted. The results show good agreement of the modeled pressure and the 
experimental one in terms of pressure drop after pilot injection and main injection (about -
13º and -4º respectively), the wave phase and water hammers. For the pressure calculation, 
the results are quite good regarding to the approximations and assumptions that have been 
made, especially with the return flow rate.  
Moreover, 3-injection strategy test point was also validated (where current duration was set 
as ET1=0.25ms, ET2=0.53ms and ET3=0.25ms). For this case the rail pressure was 85 
MPa and the fuel employed was gasoline (in the same injection system configuration). For 
this particular condition, the fuel properties equations in the model were also adjusted 
according to the gasoline physical characteristics. Figure 21 shows the comparison between 
the rail pressure measured in the engine (black continuous line) and the model results (in 
dashed red line). The Pressure signal comparison indicates a good agreement in the wave 
shape, and a good prediction in the pressure level at the start of injection of each injection 
event (SoI1, SoI2 and SoI3). The pressure signal also corroborates that the injected quantity 
estimated is in a good agreement since the amplitude of the pressure drop caused by the 
injection is very similar. Finally, the injected mass measured in the test bench was 11 mg 
and the predicted total injected mass was 11.13 mg (an error of 1.18%). 
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Figure 21. Predicted Injection and pressure with 3-injection strategy Gasoline 
 
5. Summary/Conclusions 
This study presents a methodology for modeling the mass flow rate and the rail pressure of 
a common rail system, constructed from a set of experimental measurements.  
The model is based on correlations and quite complex equations, that take into account 
many variants as mass, duration or energizing time, rail and chamber pressure, etc. The 
physical characteristics of the injectors were used in order to find suitable equations and so 
the coefficients for each injector. The measurements over a wide range of conditions have 
provided a well characterized injector. However, one limitation of the model is that the 
modeling constants chosen are not universal; therefore, its implementation outside the 
measured ranges or for other geometry should be executed carefully. It has been noticed 
that the injection pressure was the parameter which had most impact on the injection model 
regarding the form and the total injected mass. Besides, the pressure into the common rail 
system evolves in function of the injection event. It has been seen that the drop of pressure 
was produced by the fuel which went out from the injector. 
For the pressure model, the results are quite good regarding to the approximations that were 
made especially with the return flow rate. Good accuracy was obtained implementing the 
models on engine simulations. Results showed that the model error is within the 5%, which 
corresponds at the same time to the natural error of the injector and to the accuracy of the 
measures which had been done. Finally, although the model was calibrated for diesel fuel, 
it was tested in engine-like conditions for gasoline fuel only modifying the return flow and 
the fluid properties equations, obtaining the same accuracy. 
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Adaptation to used nozzles (blockage coefficient) 
Sometimes the injector units lost their efficiency through the time in function of the 
operating hours. Indeed, when an injector is used during a certain time, the injector does not 
have the same rate of injection than it had when it was new. The symptom is perceived as a 
loss of the maximum of the flow rate and a longer injection. For instance, in Figure 22, 
there is a comparison between two analogous injectors, a new injector and one which is 
used, the test has been made with a rail pressure of 1.500 bar, a back pressure of 40 bars 
and an energizing time of 1 ms.  This problem is due to the deposit which accumulates into 
the nozzle of the injectors [30]. That is why the maximum is smaller as there is more loss of 
velocity which results in a discharge coefficient smaller, as the internal flow is affected, the 
time for the pressure in the control valve to get back to the rail pressure is greater and that 
explains the longer injection duration. 
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Figure 22. Experimental comparison between new and used injectors 
 
It seems unthinkable to have to test again the used injectors to find the coefficients to be 
able to model it, besides the phenomenon will be more visible in function of the operating 
hours. The idea is to readjust the model created for the new injectors to adapt it to the used 
ones.  
The solution has been found with the pressure data indeed the drop of pressure into the 
common rail system indicates the sign of the beginning and the end of the injection. So the 
procedure is to find with the pressure data, the real injection duration to correct the problem 
of the DOI, for the maximum once the injection duration is found the model is created with 
the good DOI to compare the total mass of the model with the real mass.  
This will be done for few injections in order to find right coefficients which could be used 
for the other tests. The study is decomposed in four main steps: 
 Find the duration of the pressure drop from the experimental data: DOI   
 Find the equation between these times and the real injection duration  
 Find the correlation for the injection duration between the new and old injectors  
 Find the factor to adjust the maximum of the flow rate  
 
To find this time, a non-dimensional number is used that is described in the Equation (22) 
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The equation between the duration of the pressure drop and the injection duration is found 
with the experimental data of the new injector, this equation is supposed to be linear. 
However, a correction with the rail pressure and the energizing time will improve the 
results as shown in Equation (23).  
rIDIDpressureIDID PkETkDOIkkDOI 4321  (23) 
 
Once, this equation is found, the used injectors are implemented in order to compare its 
injection duration with a new one. As shown in the Figure 23, there is a linear correlation 
between the two injection durations. So, the injection model will just need two coefficients 
to adjust the duration of the injections. For the efficiency, the real total mass and the one 
found with the injection model are compared to find the corrective factor which is simply 
the quotient of these masses. 
 
Figure 23. Injection duration Correlation between the new and the old samples  
Once the function has found all the coefficients, it returns the difference between the new 
and the old injections and the impact on the mass. Figure 24 shows the mass flow rate of a 
used injector and the model results with the two criteria used and new one.   
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Figure 24. Injection comparison of the used injector data and the models 
